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 Increases Public Non-Tax Revenue:
The profits earned by the bank would not
go to private investors but to the public entities that
own the bank and could also be used to grow the bank.
Cuts Government Costs: A public bank can save on
finance costs for infrastructure projects. By having
its own bank, a local government can avoid fees paid to
consultants and can reduce interest rates currently
paid to the bond market or to major banks.
Improves Support for Community Banks: A public
bank can provide more effective support for
community banks and credit unions by writing down
interest rates or participating with them in loans for
worthwhile local projects, thereby keeping local banks
and credit unions strong
Supports Local Needs: Public banks can address the
local needs of a community that may not appeal to
national or global banks but are important to residents
of Central New Mexico.
Makes Public Deposits more Secure: Public banks are
more secure than major banks that invest trillions of
dollars in derivatives. Major banks could very well
collapse again as they did in 2008. If a bank fails,
current legislation gives owners of derivatives first
claim on bank assets, putting local government
deposits in danger.
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